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ABSTRACT

A    DEVELOPMENTAL    STUDY    OF    THE    SCREENING    ASSESSMENT

OF    COMMUNICATION     IN    EVERYDAY

SITUATIONS.        (August    1982)

Glenda   Byrd   Johnson,    B.S.

Appalachian   State   University

M.A.  ,   AppalaLchian   State   University

Thesis   Chairperson:      R.    Jane   Lieberman

The   purposes   of   the   study   were:       (1)   to   determine

the  'developmental   progression   of   communicativ.e   compe-

tence   in   children,   kindergarten   through   third   grade,

based   on   their   performance   on   the   Scr.ee7347tg   Assessme7et

of   Communfeatbon  bn  Ever.yday   Sbtuatbons   (S^CES) ,   and

(2)   to   establish   the   reliability   of   SAGES.

SAGES   was   administered   individually   to   43   kinder-

garteners,   30   first   graders,   30   second   graders   and   30

third   graders.      The   resulting   data  were   subjected   to   a

one-way   analysis   of   variance   and   a   Duncan's   multiple

range   test.      Results   showed   significant   differences   in

the   performance   on   SAGES   between   kindergarten   and

first,   second   and   third   grades,   but   no   significant

difference   in   performance   among   first,   second   and

third   grades.
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To   determine   the   internal   consistency   of   SAGES,

data   were   analyzed   with   the   Cronbach   Alpha,   which

resulted   in   an   Alpha   reliability   coefficient   of   0.74

and   a   standardized   item   Alpha   of   0.76.      These   figures

are   indicative   of   a  moderate   degree   of   internal   con-

sistency.      To   establish   rater-reliability   on   SAGES,

f ive   tests   were   randomly   selected   for   scoring   and

rescoring   by   two   speech  pathologists.      Intra-rater

and   inter-rater   relia.bility   achieved   a   .911evel   of

agreement .
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Chapter   I

INTRODUCTION

Signif icance   of   the   Study

All   work   with   language-disabled   children   must   be

based   on   a   complete   and   accurate   description   of   their

language   abilities,    including   information   on   pfeo7}ozoggr,

the   sound    symbols   of   language;   mc>r.pfeozoggr,    the   words

and   affixes   of   language;    sg73€cza;,    the   grammatical   struc-

ture   of   language;    semcz7?t4os,    the   meaning   system   of   lan-

guage;    and   prczgmczt¢os,    the   "what,"   "why"   and   ''how"   of

language    (Hymes,1971),   or   the   relationship   between

signs   and   their   interpreters--how   language   works.

Analysis   of   chiltdren's   language   must   focus   on

what   children   can   do   with   language   as   well   as   the   lin-

guistic   structures   they   can   not   or   do   not   employ.      With

this   information,    it   is   possible   to   determine   the   exis-

tence   of   a   language   disability   and   to   estaLblish   appro-

priate   intervention.

The   younger   the   child,   the   less   likely   there   is

to   be   a   formal   test   to   provide   an   adequate   assessment.

Therefore,   the   most   important   information   regarding

young   children's   language   is   that   which   the   clinician

1
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collects   during   functional,   communicative   interactions

with   the   child.      Once   the   samples   have   been   collected,

they   must   be   interpreted   in   terms   of   basic   knowledge

about   language   and   language   processes,   so   that   clini-

cians   can   make   practical   recommendations   for   therapy.

Recently,   Halliday   (1975)    has   related   the   structure

of   language   to   its   individual   and   social   functioning,

and   has   traced   the   functions   and   structures   of   adult

language   to   uses   in   early   childhood.      This   pragmatic

approach   to   the   study   of   language   has   been   adapted   to

the   analysis   of   communication   disorders,   and   prelim-

inary   attempts   have   been   made   to   design   clinical

measurement   and   management   procedures   based   on   prag-

matic   principles.

Currently,   there   are   no   comprehensive   tests   of

children's   language   abilities   which   evaluate   each   of

the   five   components   of   language:      phonology,   morphology,

syntax,    semantics,   and   pragmatics.       Because   pragmatics

has   only   recently   been   acknowledged   as   an   important

area   of   linguistic   study,    it   is   the   component   which   is

least   likely   to   be   included   in   comprehensive   assessment

tools.      Even   unidimensional   in-depth   tests   of   pragmatic

language   skills   are   few   in   number    (Lieberman   a   Hutch-

inson,1980;    Lucas,1980;    Wiig,1982),    and   to   date,

only   one   screening   assessment   of   language   use   has   been

developed    (Lieberman   G   Hutchinson,1982).
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Clinicians   in   public   school   settings   have   little

time`available   for   identification   and   diagnosis   of   lan-

guage   impairment   in   children.      A   screening   test   of   lan-

guage   use   would   fill   an   important   void   in   their   testing

procedures   by   providing   a   quick   estimate   of   which   chil-

dren   are   performing   effectively   in   this   area   and   which

children   are   in   need   of   further   evaluation.

The   Scr.een4ng   Assessment   of   CommunbcatLon   ±n

EtJez.grdczgr   S4t2tczt4c>7cs    (SAGES)     (Lieberman    G    Hutchinson,

1982)    is   a   brief,   standardized   tool   for   the   evaluation

of   pragmatic   ability   or   communicative   competence   in

young   children.      A   copy   of   the   SAGES    is   included   in

Appendix   C.       It   is   based   on   Tough's    (1977)    functional

taxonomy   of   language   use   and   identifies   children   who

appear   to   be   demonstrating   cliff iculties   in   the   use   of

language   for   representational   and   social   purposes.      For

an   outline   of   Tough's   framework,    see   Appendix   A.       SACES

was   derived   by   principal   component   factor   analysis   from

its   parent    tool,    the   Assessme73t   of   C'omm"7?4Gc[tdo7?   Z7?

E2;ergdc!g   S4t"c[t4o73s    (ACES)     (Lieberman    G   Hutchinson,

1980).       Like   its   predecessor,    SAGES   uses   a   role-playing

technique   to   elicit   responses   to   communication   strate-

gies   which   have   been   identified   statistically   as   the

most   representative   of   Tough's    (1977)    system.       In   ten

minutes,   `children   have   an   opportunity   to   explore   the

familiar   situation   of   "Camping   Out"   by   packing   the   car,
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traveling   to   the   campsite,   pitching   the   tent   and   lis-

tening   to   ghost   stories   before   retiring   for   the   night.

The   present   study   was   designed   to   field   test   SAGES   on   a

group   of   elementary   school   children.

Statement   of   the   Problem

The   purposes   of   the   study   were:       (i)   to   determine

the   developmental   progression   of   communicative   compe-

tence   in   children,   kindergarten   through   third   grade,

based   on   their   performance   on   the   Scree7?d7eg  Assessme7?t

of   Communbeatbon  bn  Everydag   Sbtuabbons   (S^CES)  ,   and

(2)    to   establish   the   reliability   of   SACES.      More

specifically,    answers   to   the   following   questions   were

sought :

1.       Does   performance   on   SAGES    improve   as   chil-

dren   increase   in   grade?

2.       Do   raters    score   SAGES    in   the    same   way   on   two

different   occasions?

3.       Does   a   single   rater   score   SAGES   in   the   same

way   on   two   different   occasions?

4.       Does   SAGES   demonstrate   an   acceptable   degree

of   internal   consistency?

De 1 im it at i on s

I.  .   The   study   was   confined   to   133   children

selected   from   the   kinder.garten,   first-,   second-and
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third-grade   classes   at   Southwest   Elementary   School   in

Hickory,   North   Carolina.

2.      Performance   on   the   Screenbng   Assessment   of

Communkcatbon   bn   Ever.yday   SbtuatLons    (SAGES)    (L±eber-

man   a   rlutchinson,    1982)    provided   information   on   the

effectiveness   of   language   use.       SAGES   measures   aspects

of   language   functions   but   not   discourse   skills.

Limitations

1.      To   the   extent   that   the   children   tested   were

not   representative   of   the   population   at   large,   the

results   will   not   be   generalizable   beyond   the   tested

s amp I e .

2.      To   the   extent   that   familiarity   with   the   chil-

dren   may   have   caused   the   examiner   to   influence   the

children's   responses,   the   objectivity   of   the   test

situation  may   have   been   affected.

3.      To   the   extent   that   the   subjects   were   aware   of

their  participation   in   a  research   study,   the   results

might   not   be   generalizable   beyond   the   experimentally

accessible   population.

Assumptions

The   following   assumptions   were   made   during   this

study:

1.      That   the   researcher,   who   is   a   practicing

speech   pathologist   in   the   public   schools,   was
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qualified   to   administer,   score   and   interpret   the

testing   procedures   in   this   study.

2.      That   the   children   included   in   this   study   came

from   low-middle   to   middle   income   families.

3.      That   the   children   were   tested   in   an   environ-

ment   which   encouraged   natural   responses.

Statement   of   the   Hy otheses

To   give   direction   to   data   analysis,   the   following

hypotheses,    except   when   indicated,   were   developed   and

tested   at   the   .051evel   of   significance.

Ho.    1.      There   is   no   significant   difference   in   per for-

mance   on   SAGES   as   children   increase   in   grade.

1.I      There   is   no   significant   difference   in

performance   on   SAGES   between   children   in

kindergarten   and   first   grade.

1.2      There   is   no   significant   difference   in

performance   on   SAGES   between   children   in

kindergarten   and   second   grade.

I.3     There   is   no   significant   difference   in

performance   on   SAGES   between   children

in   kindergarten   and   third   grade.

i.4     There   is   no   significant   difference   in

performance   on   SAGES   between   children   in

first   and   second   grade.



1.5     There   is   no   significant   difference   in

performance   on   SAGES   between   children   in

first   and   third   grade.

1.6     There   is   no   significant   difference   in

performance   on   SAGES   between   children    in

second   and   third   grade.

Ho.    2.      There   is   an   acceptable   degree    (.85)    of   intra-

rater   reliability   on   SAGES.

Ho.    3.      There   is   an   acceptable   degree    (.85)    of   inter-

rater   reliability   on   SAGES.

Ho.    4.      There   is   an   acceptable   degree    (.85)    of   inter-

nal    consistency   on   SAGES.



Chapter   2

REVIEW    0F    RELATED    LITERATURE

Definin Communicative   Com etence

Communicative   competence   deals   with   the   princi-

ples   that   account   for   how   language   works.      Language   is

a   shared   social   system   with   rules   for   correct   use   in

contexts.      The   knowledge   of   these   rules   and   the   abil-

ity   to   apply   them   is   what   Hymes    (1971)   referred   to

as   ''communicative   competence."      Other   investigators

(Bates,    1976;    Bloom    G    Lahey,    `1976;    Hopper    6   Naremore,

1978;   Tough,1.977)    have   referred   to   these`rules

governing   the   use   of   language   in   context   by   a  variety

of   nearly   synonymous   terms   including   pragmatics,   func-

tional   communication   and   language   use.      These   terms

were   used   interchangeably   throughout   this   study.

Over   the   years,    language   has   been   viewed   from

many  different   perspectives   by   a  variety   of   disci-

plines,   but   only   recently   has   a   contextualist   approach

to   language   study   been   emphasized.       In   the   early

studies   of   lang.uage,   philosophers   viewed   the   function

of   language   in   terms   of   social   use   and   focused   on

communicative   interactions.      Psychologists   considered

8
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language   within   the   realm   of   learning,   and   linguists

concentrated   on   language   form.

In   the   1930s,   anthropologists,    linguists   and

sociologists   combined   efforts   to   advance   a   broader

construct--communicative   competence.      This   construct

was   first   described   in   1930   by   Pierce,   whose   notions

were   expanded   upon   by   Morris    (1938).       Morris    (1938),

an   anthropologist,   defined   language   in   terms   of

syntax   (the   relation   of   signs   to   one   another),

semantics    (the   relationships   of   signs   to   objects),

and   pragmatics    (the   relationships   of   signs   and   human

users   and   the   conditions   under   which   the   signs   become

a   vehicle   of   communication).

Recently,    Bates    (1976),    Hopper   and   Naremore

(1978),    and   Prutting    (1979)    described   communication

development   beginning   prior   to   children's   first   mean-

ingful   words   using   a   contextualist   approach.      The   con-

textualist's   approach   focuses   on   how   language   is   used

functionally   in   communication.

As   children   attain   increasing   levels   of   communi-

cative   competence,   they   strive   to   become   effective

communicators   by   practicing   language   in   context.

Children   who   know   the   rules   of   language   structure   and

use   them   effectively   in   communication   as   tools   in

everyday   situations   are   communicatively   competent.

Children   who   cannot   use   language   to   formulate   or
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understand   messages   effectively   a.re   not   competent.

Those   children   who   are   communicatively   competent   learn

how   to   interact   in   different   communication   situations,

to   use   communication   in   order   to   give   and   receive

information,   and   to  maintain   contact   with   others   while

accomplishing   communication   goals    (Bloom,1976).

To   bring   some   order   to   the   broad   domain   of   lan-

guage   use   or   communicative   competence,    Bloom   and   Lahey

(1976)    identified   two   major   components   of   la.nguage

use:      (I)   the   function   or   intent   of   communication,   and

(2)   the   context   or   imf luence   of   communication   on   situ-

ational   parameters.       Bloom   and   Lahey\(1976)    described

the   goa.Is   or   functions   of   language   as   the   reasons   why

people   spea.k   and   context   as   how   individuals   understand

and   choose   among   alternative   forms   of   la.nguage   for

reaching   the   same   or   different   goals.      TraditionaLlly,

the   functions   of   la.nguage   have   been   represented   in

linguistic   terms   for  declarative,   interrogative,

imperative,    exclamative   grammatical   mood   of   a   sentence.

More   recently,   Halliday   (1975)    and   others   have

described   the   goals   of   communication   in   more   func-

tional   terms   such   as   regulatory,   imaginative   and

informative.      Language   use,   then,   is   the   purpose   for

which   lingvistic   form   and   content   are   coded.
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Development   of   Communicative
Competence

Prutting    (1979)   used   a   stage   model   to   trace   the

development   of   communicative   competence   from   prelin-

guistic   to   adult   levels.      Her   model   offers   a   synthesis

of   current   research   in   the   study   of   communication

development   and   includes   information   on   phonologic,

semantic,   syntactic   and   pragmatic   parameters   of   lan-

guage.      Although   Prutting    (1979)   acknowledges   that

these   four   parameters   develop   synergistically,   the

pragmatic   parameter   has   been   singled   out   as   the   focus

of   the   present   discussion.

Prelinguistic   Stage   (Birth
to   Nine   Months)

During   this   stage,    infants   make   orienting

responses   to   visual   and   auditory   stimuli.      According

to   Piaget    (1952),    the   newborns   do   not   differ-

entiate  from   the   environment   but   respond   ref lexively

to   all   external   stimuli.      Infants   use   vocal   and

gestural   behaviors   such   as   gazing,   crying,   touching,

smiling,    laughing,   vocalizing,   grasping   and   sucking

to   influence   their   listeners.      These   behaviors   gener-

ate   reciprocal   behaviors   in   their   communication   part-

ners   and   serve   as   prototypical   conversational

exchanges.      Bates    (1976)   referred   to   these   behaviors

as   perlocutionary   acts,   since   a   signal   produced   by
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the   infant   had   some   effect   on   the   listener.      By   the

end   of   this   period,   infants   send   intentional   messages

by   means   of   pointing,   giving   and   showing.      These

intentional   behaviors   have   been   termed   illocutionary

acts   by   Bates    (1976).

e   I    (9   Months   to
18   Months)

During   this   stage,   children   are   developing   the

cognitive   skills   of  means-end   relationships   and   the

incorporation   of  new  objects   into   existing   repertoires

while   moving   toward   object   permanence   and   construction

of   space   or   applying   familiar   means   to   new   situations

(Pia8et,1952).

Major   work   in   pragmatics   has   centered   on   chil-

dren's   earliest   language   at   the   one   word   stage.      Dore

(1977)   developed   a   functional   cla.ssification   system

for   speech   act   development   during   the   one-word   stage.

The   system   described   the   functions   of   children's   lan-

guage   as:      labeling,   repeating,   answering,   requesting,

calling,   greeting,   protesting   and   practicing.      These

functions   were   expressed   through   a   combination   of

lexical   items   and   prosodic   pa.tterns   which   accompanied

the   children's   utterances.

As   children   move   from   the   one-word   stage,    commu-

nication   serves   specific   purposes.      Piaget   (1952)

f irst   described   these   purposes   and  recently,   Halliday
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(1975)    has   developed   a   taxonomy   of   language   function.

According   to   Halliday   (1975),    children's   earliest

utterances   express   the   following   functions:

1.       Instrumental    (as   in   ''1   want")

2.       Regulatory   (as   in   ''Do   as   I   tell   you")

3.       Interactional    (as   in   ''Me   and   you")

4.      Personal    (as   in   ''Here   I   come")

5.       Heuristic    (as   in   ''Tell   me   why")

6.       Imaginative    (as   in   ''Let's   pretend")

7.       Informative    (as   in   ''I've   got   something   to

tell   you")

During   these   earliest   productions,   children's

communication   has   sound   and   meaning   but   no   ''real"

vocabulary.      Children   use   their   ''words"   in   a   system-

atic   manner   accompanied   by  vocal   and   nonverbal   behav-

ior,   and   are   capable   of   marking   modalities   such   as

declaratives,   imperatives,   and   interrogatives   through

intonational   features.

e    11     (18    Months
to   24   Months)

In   this   stage,   Piaget    (1952)   noted   the   acquisition

of   object   permanence,   the   knowledge   that   things   exist

even   though   they   are   not   in   the  visual   field,   and

causality,   the   understanding   of   cause-effect   relation-

ships.     'During   this   stage,   children   learn   to   formulate

hypotheses   and   to   test   them.
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Around   18   to   24   months,    children   learn   to   engage

in   dialogue    (Halliday,1975).      Halliday   (1975)   viewed

dialogue   as   an   adoption   and   assignment   of   roles   which

exist   only   in   and   through   language.      These   communica-

tion   roles   include   speaker,   addl.essee,   respondent,

questioner   and   persuader.

According   to    Bloom,    Rocissano.   and   Hood    (1976),

children   in   this   stage   show   knowledge   of   the   rules   of

turn-taking   and   apply   them   to   conversation.      In   addi-

tion,   they  were   capable   of   adapting   their   conversation

to   the   needs   of   their   listeners.

Stage   Ill    (2   to   3   Years)

In   stage   Ill,   children   shift   from   an   action-

oriented   world   to   a   system   of   symbols   that   can   be

shared   with   others.      Piaget   (1952)   characterized   this

stage   by   the   following:      concreteness   (lack   of   synthe-

sizing),   irreversibility   (incapable   of   being   returned

to   point   of   origin),   egocentrism   (incapable   of   taking

another   person's   viewpoint),   centering   (centers   on   one

aspect   or   detail   of  an   event),   states   versus   transfor-

mations    (focuses   on   the   state   rather   than   on   the

transformation   by  which   one   state   is   changed   to

another)   and   transductive   reasoning   (proceeds   from

particular   to  particular).

Keenan   and   Schieffelin    (1976)   noted   that   children

in   this   stage   have   aL   limited   attention   span   which
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makes   it   difficult   to   collaborate   on   topics   over

an   extended   time   and   results   in   rapid   topic   change

throughout   conversation.

Bloom,    Rocissano   and   Hood    (1976)    characterized

children's   early  discourse   with  adults   as   consisting

of   rules   for   flow   of  meaning   in   conversation   and

rules   for   formal   organization   of  conversation.      In

their   analysis   of   adult-child   interactions,   they   found

children   at   the   two-morpheme   utterance   stage   who   used

adult-like   utterances   and   observed   the   turn-taking

organization   of   conversational   interaction,   but   did

not   sustain  the   topic  of   interchange   initiated   by  the

adult.      Three-year-old   children   used   approximately

four-morpheme   utterances   and   could   maintain   the   topic

of  adult   utterances,   but   fewer   than  half  of  their

utterances   occurred   immediately   following   an   adult

utterance   or  were   linguistically   contingent   on  that

prior  utterance.      Although   children  might   sustain   the

topic   of  adult  utterances   in  their   responses,   they

seldom   did   so   if   the   adult   utterances   had   functioned

as   a   topic-sharing   response   to   the  prior   child  utter-

ance.       Bloom   et   al.    (1976)    speculated   from   this   data

that   children   found   it   easier   to   produce   spontaneous

speech   than   to   produce   contingent   speech.
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e   IV    (3   Years   and   Older)

Children   appear   to   operate   with   conceptual

restra.ints   until   seven   yea.rs   of   age.      Piaget   (1952)

hypothesized   that   children   in   this   stage   are   able   to

deal   with   quantity,   weight,   volume,   composition   of

classes,   numbering,   time,   movement,   and   velocity

through   the   operations   of   combining,   separating,

repeating,   dividing,   seriating,   and   substituting.

Piaget   (1952),   in   his'  experiments,   showed   that   there

was   a   slow,   gradual   development   of   children's   concep-

tualization   of   actions,   which   is   a.ttained   through

active   reconstruction   of   experiences.

In   another   functional   classif ication   system   for

children   three   to   five   years   of   age,   Dore   (1977)

classified  the   structure   and   function  of  children's

communicaLtive   i.ntentions   according   to   six   major   cate-

gories:      (I)   requests--utterances   used   to   solicit

information,   actions   or   acknowledgements;    (2)

responses--utterances   used   as   a   reply;    (3)   descrip-
'

tions--utterances   used   to   represent   observable  aspects

of   the   environment;    (4)   statements--utterances   used   to

express   facts,   beliefs,   attitudes   or   emotions;    (5)

conversational   devices--utterances   used   to   establish,

maintain,   and/or  otherwise   regulate   interpersonal

conta.ct   and   conversations;   and   (6)   performatives--

utterances   used   to   accomplish   acts   by   being   said.
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Wells    (1973)    also   proposed   a   classification   sys-

tem   which   described   the   language   of   young   children   and

mature   adults.      By   analyzing   utterances   in   context,   he

developed   the   following   five   functions   of   communica-

tion:      (1)   control   function--the   participant's   domi-

nant   function   is   to   control   behavior;    (2)   feeling

function--expression   and   response   to   feelings   and

attitudes;    (3)   informing   function--the   participants

offer   or   seek   information;    (4)   ritualizing   function--

the  maintenance   of   social   relationships   and   facili-

tation   of   social   interaction;   and   (5)   imagining

function--participation   in   imaginary   situations.

With   regard   to   discourse,    Bloom,    Rocissano   and

Hood    (1976)    observed   3]/2-year-old   children   in   this

stage   who   could   maintain   a   topic   over   successive

utterances.      Their   conversations   resembled   those   of

an   adult.      Furthermore,    Shatz   and   Gelman    (1973)    and

Sachs   and   Devin    (1976)   observed   that   four-year-olds

could   modify   their   speech   based   on   the   listener's   age.

These   children   used   shorter,    less   complex   utterances

when   talking   to   younger   children   as   opposed   to   older

ones.      They   also   use   indirectives   which   are   less

direct   ways   of   requesting   assistance   or   information.

For   example,    to   get   someone   to   close   a   window,    a   child

might   in.directly  hint   "Gee,   it   sure   is   cold   in   here."

These   indirectives   or   hints   are   a   reflection   of   the
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values   of   our   society   that   children   learn.      Shatz   and

Gelman   (1973)   also   observed   children   taking   their   lis-

tener   into   account   when   selecting   linguistic   forms   of

dialect,   at   least   when   talking   a.bout   matters   they   know

about .

Gleason's    (1973)    research   showed   that   by   the

age   of   eight,   children   have   three   styles   of  talking:

(1)   to   each   other,    (2)   to   babies,   and   (3)   to   adults.

She   also   found   that   children   talk   differently   to

parents   than   to   adults   outside   the   home.      When   chil-

dren   talked   to   other   children  of   similar   ages,   they

made   more   non-linguistic   noises,   exhibited  more   ritual

play   and   indulged   in   more   exact   repetitions   of   others'

previous   utterances.      By   age   eight,   children   used

fluent   adult-type   baby   t.alk   when   talking   to   two-year-

olds,   but   even   at   five   and   six   years,   some   children

tended   to   simplify   their   talk   to   babies.

Children   also   are   observed   in   this   stage   role-

playing   stereotypical   male-female   and   child  patterns.

It   is   assumed   that   these   roles   are   learned   from   the

familial   and   societal   values.

Throughout   this   period,   children   learn  not   only

the   cognitive   consequences   of   social   language   but   also

the   interactive   consequences   of   language   a.cquisition.

An   inter.active   approach   requires   the   listener   to   con-

sider   children's   communicative   intents   in   order   to
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achieve   successful   interactive   sequences   of  meaningful

exchanges.      To   accomplish   this,   children   refine   their

conceptual   knowledge   by   distinguishing   between   two

properties   of   language   use.      First,   language   is   used

to   direct   present   on-going   activities.      Second,   lan-

guage   is   used   to   recollect   past   or   plan   future   pro-

j ects .

In   the   communication   system   of   the   home,    children

develop   the   ability   to   communicate   and   interpret

meaning   within   a   system   when   there   is   an   assured   basis

of   shared   knowledge..     Outside   the   home,   the   child   will

encounter   a   type   of   ambiguity   in   communicative   situ-

ations.      The   thrust   of   school-based   communication   is

to   teach   children   to   recognize   and   develop   strategies

for   dealing   with   this   ambiguity.

Stage   V    (Adult--Communicative
C omp e t e n c e )

It   is   presumed   that  `by   the   time   individuals   reach

adulthood,   they   should   be   effective   communicators,   but

with   varying   degrees   of   communicative   competence.

Grice   (1975)   believed   that   speakers   and   listeners   fol-

low   certain   conversational   rules   which   they   expect   of

one   another.      These   rules   include:

1.      Quantity--Make   contributions   as   informative

as   is   required;   otherwise,   the   listener  may   be   misled.
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2.      Quality--Do   not   say   that   which   is   believed   to

be   false   or   without   evidence.

3.      Relation--Be   relevant.

4.      Manner--Avoid   obscurity   of   expressions   and

ambiguity.

Naremore    (1977)    defined   communicative   competence

as   the   appropriate   use   of   language   expected   by  members

of   an   individual's   social   and   linguistic   community.

Through   the   natural   shaping   process,   communicative

competence   is   achieved   when   individuals   engage   in   a

conversation,   ask   and   answer   questions,   follow   and

give   instructions,   and   speak   alone   in   front   of   a

group.

h's   Functional   Classi-
f ication   Framework

Tough's   (1977)   functional   classification   system

provides   a   basis   for  making   appraisals   of   children's

language   use   while   they   play   or   engage   in   everyday

activities.      In   her   studies,   Tough   sought   to   show

how   descriptions   of   language   use   drawn   from   linguistic

features   might   be__misleading.      They   reflected   the

superficiality  which   stems   from  trying   to   teach

patterns   and   forms   of   speech   instead   of   looking   at

natural   motivation   for   learning   language.      Tough

(1977)   believes   children   learn   to   talk   because   adults

talk   to   them.
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According   to   Tough    (1977),   most   four-and   five-

year-olds   and   some   three-year-olds   have   mastered   the

use   of   language   and   demonstrate   an   understanding   of

the   purposes   which   language   serves   in   expressing

needs,   wishes,    ideas   and   responding   to   the   talk   of

other   people.      Although   three-   and   four-year-olds   make

mistakes   in   their  use   of   language,   they  gradually

overcome   them   by   six   or   seven   years   so   that   their   talk

resembles   that   of   an   adult.      Th,rough   experiences   and

social   exchange   with   parents   and   other   family   members,

young   children   develop   skill   in   using   language   in   day-

to-day   interactions.

Tough's    (1977)    approach   to   language   learning

involves   "fostering"   skills   in   communication.

Teachers   must   motivate   children   to   communicate   in

order   for   them   to   use   their   language   to   generate   ideas

and   express   them.      This   enables   children   to   promote

their   own   skills   of   thinking   through   language   and

communication.      Language   plays   an   important   role   in

education,    since   teachers   are   dependent   upon   language

to   fulfill   their   teaching   roles.      Students   also   depend

upon   language   in   education   for   listening   and   inter-

preting   what   they   hear.      According   to   Tough   (1977),

their   talk  must.have   certain   characteristics   if   it   is

to   support   learning.      There   must   be   an   exchange   of

ideas   which   leaves   children   with   feelings   of
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satisfaction   so   they  will   seek   further   engagements,

and   so   that   talk   will   become   a   channel   through   which

language   can   begin.

Tough   (1977)   developed   a   framework   for   categor-

izing   language   use   in   older   preschool   and   school-age

children.      She   used   the   term   ''functional   language"   to

describe   the   communicative   interactions   of   children   in

their   environment.      The   system   consisted   of   35   strat-

egies   which   showed   how   a   child   expressed   meaning

that   served   a   particular   use   of   language.      The   seven

language   uses   in   Tough's   system   are   as   follows:

(1)   self-maintaining--use   of   language   for   maintaining

a   child's   rights   by   reporting   on   present   experiences;

(2)   directing--use   of   langua.ge   to   control   the   child's

actions   and   those   of   others;    (3)   reporting--using   lan-

guage   to   provide   information;    (4)    logical   reasoning--

rationalizing   through   language;    (5)   predicting--the

use   of   language   to   extend   communication   to   antic-

ipated   events   which   may   or   may   not   have   taken   place;

(6)   projecting--using   language   in   unfamiliar   or

external   contexts;   and   (7)   imagining--using   language

to   represent   a   make-believe   sequence.      These   uses   are

further   subdivided   into   a   sequence   of   strategies   that

indicate   the   complexity   of  thinking   which   the   child   is

trying   t.o   express.
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Tough's    (1977)   analysis   gives   insight   into   the

content   of   children's   language,   the   information   with

which   they   deal,   and   the   manner   in   which   they   deal

with   it.

Assessment   of   Communicative
Competence

Diagnostic   Procedures

Presently,   analysis   of   natural   language   samples

and   criterion-referenced   tests   seems   to   be   the   most

useful   means   of   assessing   communicative   competence.

One   way   to   analyze   the   pragmatic   function   of   lan-

guage   samples   is   through   qualitative   methodology.      The

samples   collected   should   be   spontaneous,   representa-

tive   and   elicited  with  materials   that   require   the

generation   of   a  variety   of   concepts   and   ideas.

Lucas    (1980)    suggested   seeking   answers   to   the

following   questions   when   pragmatically   analyzing   a

language   sample:

1.       Does   the   child's   language   contain   objects,

actions,   and   events   in   a  variety  of  relationships?

2.      Does   the   child   use   a   variety   of   forms   to

express   a  variety   of   functions?

3.      Does   the   child   use   utterances   that   are   appro-

priate   for   the   context?

4.      Does   the   child   answer   questions   appropriately

or   does   the   child   only   respond?
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5.      Does   the   child   initiate   or   create   new   utter-

ances   in   new   contexts?

6.      Does   the   child   use   the   same   construction   over

and   over   with   some   of   the   same   lexical   terms?

7.      Does   the   child   exhibit   any   specific   language

disorders?

8.      I)oes   the   child   perform   a   variety   of   speech

acts?

9.      Does   the   child   use   a  variety   of   terms   to

denote   space,   time,   quantity,   and/or   does   the   child

use   a  variety  of  qualifiers?

Answers   to   these   questions   suggest   that   children

should   not   be   considered   communicatively   competent   if

they   (1)   physically   attempt   to   solve   situational   prob-

lems   which   are   considered   verbal   solutions,    (2)   do   not

initiate   verbalization   for   specific   needs,    (3)   inappro-

priately   cue   the   listener   with   inadequate   paralinguis-

tic   cues,   or   (4)   were   not   able   to   specify  referents

(Lucas,1980).

Criterion-referenced   measures   may   be   used   as

supplementary   to   a   complete   assessment.      Two   measures

which   fulfill   this   function   are   the   BefecztJdor.c[Z   r7ezJe7e-

to2.g   cJf   Speecfe   Act   Per.formcz7tc?es    (BISAP)     (Lucas,    1980)

and  ''Let's   TaLk"   Inventory   of  FunctbonaL  Communfcatbon

(wiig,1`982).
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BISAP   is   an   assessment   used   with   three-   to   five-

year-olds   which   evaluates   many   of   the   speech   acts

included   in   Dore's    (1977)   functional   classification

system,   such   as   requests   for   objects,   requests   for

action,   assertion,   denial,   statements   of   information,

reporting,   requests   for   information,   experiencing

speech   events,   calling   and   rule   order.      These   speech

acts   are   defined   by   Searle's    (1979)   propositional,

preparatory,   sincerity,   and   essential   semantic   rules.

The   propositional   content   rule   gives   direction   to   an

implied   or   expected   future   act   of   the   hearer.      The

preparatory   rule   is   an   attempt   to   understand   the

implied   prerequisites   to   the   utterance.      The   sincerity

rule   provides   the   intention   of   the   utterance,   and   the

essential   rule   enables   the   effect   of   the   intended

message   to   be   realized   by   the   hearer.

BISAP   has   been   used   with   emotionally   disturbed

children,   trainable   and   educable   mentally   handicapped

school-aged   children,   Down's   syndrome   infants,   and

school-aged   children   without   langua.ge   difficulties.

Two   examiners   participate   in   the   administration   of

the   tasks.      The   first   provides   the  rules   for   context

(e.g.,   ''Let's   color   the   picture.      She   has   the   crayon.")

and   the   child   performs   the   necessary   acts   to   complete

the   situation    (e.g.,    ''Give   me   the   crayon.").      The

second   acts   only   as   a   listener   and   does   not   give   any

I,IBRmY
"ngalachlan  State  Unlvel.Blty

Boons,  North  Carollria
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contextual   rules,   but   is   involved   in   the   interaction

of  the   task.      If   the   child   is   not   able   to   effectively

perform   the   speech   act,   the   contextual   rule   is

r e w o r d e d ..

The   total   score   on   BISAP   is   compared   to   a   cri-

terion    (normal   children's   use   of   speech   in   the   same

contexts)   to   establish   if  performance   is   acceptable.

W±±8`s   (\982)   `'Let's   Tat,l¢"   Inventor.y   of   Func-

bbonat   Communbcabbon   SkbLL8   waLs   developed   for   n±ne-

to   eighteen-year-olds.      It   assesses   their   ability   to

use   four   communication   functions   established   by   Wells

(1973)    including:      ritualizing,    informing,   controlling,

and   feeling.      There   are   forty   items   on   the.  test   which

involve   one   picture   of   a   communication   exchange

between   two   adolescents   and   another   picture   of   a

communication   exchange   between   an   adolescent   and   an

authority   figure.      Students   are   asked   to   formulate   a

sentence   or   series   of   sentences   which   they  might   say

in   particular   situations.      The   scores   obtained   from

the   four   functions   are   then   compared   to   each   other   or

to   the   age-related   criteria   derived   from   field-test

studies .

BISAP   is   appropriate   for   three-   to   five-year-olds

and   ''Z}et's   Tc[Zk"   for   nine-to   eighteen-year-olds.      The

A88esem6nt   of   Communbcabbon   bn   Ever.gday   Sbtuatbons

(ACES)    (Lieberman   6   Hutchinson,    1980)    is   an   assessment
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tool   which   measures   communicative   competence   of   four-

to   eight-year-olds.      ACES,   based   on   Tough's    (1977)

functional   classification   framework,   evaluates   45

items   which   measure   36   communication   strategies   and

assess   a   child's   ability   to   effectively   communicate

the   social   and   cognitive   language   uses.      Three   alter-

nate   forms   provide   opportunities   to   assuine   interactive

roles   in   situations   common   to   most   young   children

±nclud±ng  The   Bbrthdc.y   Partu    (Form   I),   The   Fbr.st   Day

cJf   Sc?feooz    (Form   11),    and   God7eg   o#   c!   Pdo7e4e    (Form    Ill).

The   testing   protocol   of  ACES   involves   the   inter-

action   of   a   target   child,   a   friend,   and   the   examiner

who   assumes   various   roles   such   as   mommy,   daddy,    sales-

person,   or   teacher.      Hand   puppets,   toys   and   other

materials   are   used   to   create   more   realistic   communi-

cation   contexts.

Administration   of   ACES   can   be   completed   in

approximately   thirty  minutes.      The  procedure   is

recorded   and   scored   at   a   later   time   so   that   the   spon-

taneity   of   the   test   situation   is   uninterrupted.     ACES

is   scored   on   a   0   to   2   scale,   with   2   representing   an

acceptable   spontaneous   response,   1   an   acceptable

response   with   a   prompt,   and   0   an   unacceptable   response.

ACES   measures   communicative   ability   and   linguistic

ability.     The   child's   linguistic   skills   are   evaluated

by   performing   a   syntactic   analysis,   DetJezctpme7®tczz
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Set?te7tce   Scot.Z7cg    (Lee,    1974)    on   each   eligible

response.

Studies   by   Hill    (1980),    Peebles    (1980)    and   Wren

(1980)    have   shown   ACES   to   be   a   reliable   and   valid

tool   for  measuring   functional   use   of   language   and

an   adequate   substitute   for   natural   language   sam-

p I ing .

Screening   Procedures

Clinicians   must   provide   the   best   possible   ser-

vice   for   assessments   of   speech,   hearing,   a.nd   language

skills   in   children.      They  must   identify  those   children

who   are   most   likely   to   experience   educational   and

social   difficulty  because   of   their   communication   dif-

ferences.      A   formal   screening   program   is   the   first

step   for   a   clinician   in   identifying   children   who  may

need   special   help   with   communication.

A   rapid   screening   procedure   provides   a   cursory

profile   of   the   receptive   and   expressive   verbal   abil-

ities   of   each   child.      The   instrument   should   identify

children   with   significant   speech,   hearing,   or   language

deviations.      National,   regional,   or  previous   studies

of   school   populations   can   provide   the   clinician   a   form

of  normative   criteria.

Maynard    (1973)    suggests   some   basic   principles

which   should   be   followed   in   designing   an   instrument:
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1.      Define   the   population   to   be   screened   and   the

screening   model   that   is   to   be   used.

2.      Select   tasks   or   items   appropriate   for   the

population   to   sample   each   dimension   of   language

b e h aL v i o r .

3.      Clearly   sta.te   procedures   for   uniform   adminis-

tration   and   greater  reliability.

4.      Test   the   reliability   and  validity   of   the

screening   procedures   regularly  by  using   second   testers

to   screen   or   administer   more   refined   diagnostic

measures.      An   effective   screening   instrument   should

yield   false  pass   and   failure  rates   of   less   than   one

Percent .

Screening   instruments   should   be   quick,   effective

and   scored   on   a   pass-fail   basis.      A   precise   statement

of   the   goal   to   be   accomplished   by   rapid   screening   is

needed   so   that   the   clinician   may  plan   adequately   for

follow-up   procedures   and   expenditures   of   time,   money,

and   professional   energies.

Although   several   screening   instruments   a.re

currently   available   to   identify  possible   articulation

and   language   impairments   in   young   children,   none   has

a   pragmatic   component   to   identify   problems   of   communi-

cative   competence    (Stephens,1977).      The   Soree724"g

Assessment   of   Communbcatbon  bn  Ever.yday   Sbtuatbon8
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(SAGES)   would   fill   this   important   void   in   available

testing   protocols.

The   Set.een±ng   A8sessment   of  Communboatbon  fn

EtJez.gdc!gr   S¢€c!atdo7t8    (SAGES)     (Lie`berman   6   Hutchinson,

1982)   was   developed   to   evaluate   quickly   children's

functional   language   ability.      Instead   of   the   45   com-

municative   strategies   measured   by   ACES,    SAGES   was

reduced   to   13   strategies   through   a   principal   com-

ponent   factor   anaLlysis.      The   purpose   of   SAGES   is

to   identify   children  who   require   further   testing   for

potential   disorders   of   communicative   competence   and

who   may   need   special   services.       SAGES   requires   only

ten   minutes   to   administer.

Summary

Language   is   used   as   a   means   of   expressing

thought,   ideas,   feelings,   needs   and   questions,   and

is   dependent   on   many   factors.      LaLnguage   use   requires

a  minimal   degree   of   facility   with   the   various   aspects

of   language   (Phonology,   morphology,   semantics,

syntax).      Competency   with   these   aspects   of   language   is

not   sufficient   in   itself  to   guarantee   that   an   individ-

ual   is   an   effective   communicator.      Language   usage

requires   an   individual   to   perceive   a   need,   to   give

information,   to   express   an   idea,   or   to   ask  .a   question,

as   a   means   of   interaction   with   another   person.      An
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effective   communicator  must   be   able   to   take   into

account   the   perspective   of   a.nother   person   as   well   as

one's   own   perspective.

Cognitive,   social,   emotional   and   linguistic

factors   interact   in   facilitating   communication.      A

complete   analysis   of   communicative   competence   must

involve   pragmatic   language   use.      This   aspect   of   a

child's   communication   development   considers:       (I)    how

much   of   the   information   provided   is   appropriate,

(2)   how   appropriate   the   communication   is   in   regard   to

time   and   place,   mean   length   of   utterance,   pitch,   loud-

ness,   and   rate   of   speaking,    (3)   how   appropriate   the

communication   interaction   is   in   relation   to   what   was

said  previously  and   to   the  present   situation,   and

(4)   how   appropriate   the   communication   is   in   terms   of

who   can   say   what,    in   what   way,   where   and   when,    by   what

means   and   to   whom.      How   children   use   rules   of   social

interaction   can   provide   information   on   how   effectively

they   communicate.
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METHODS    AND    PROCEDURES

Participants

Participants   consisted   of   45   kindergarteners,   30

first   graders,   30   second   graders,   and   30   third   graders

at   Southwest   Elementary   School   in   the  'Hickory   city

school    system.      Southwest   is   located   in   a   low-middle

to   middle   class   socioeconomic   area.      For   a   list   of

pertinent   subject   characteristics,   see   Table   I.

Prior   to   testing,   a   letter   (see  Appendix   D)   was

sent   to   the  parents   of  all   kindergarten  through   third

grade   children   requesting   permission   to   test.      Of  the

200   letters   mailed,   187   were   returned  granting   per-

mission   to   test.      The   133   children   in   the   study   were

randomly   selected   for   inclusion.

Materials

SAGES,    a   screening   instrument   based   on   Tough's

(1977)    framework   of   language   use,   measures   communi-

cative   competence   in   children   four   through   eight   years

of   age.      The   13   strategies   which   make   up   the   test   were

selected   by  means   of   principal   component   factor

32
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Table    1

Subjects   Tested

Grade                                               Boys                         Girls                         Total

Kindergarten

First   grade

Second   grade

Third   grade

Total
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analysis   from   the   45   strategies   on   the   diagnostic

Assessment   of   Communbcat±on  ¢n  Ever.yday   Sbtuatbons

(ACES)    (Lieberman   6   Hutchinson,1980).      The   principal

component   factor   analysis   grouped   together   those   items

on   ACES   which   measured   the   same   type   of   information.

For   a   list   of   the   13   factors   and   the   strategies

included   in   each,    see   Appendix   8.      By   selecting   the

strategy  which   loaded   the   highest   on   each   factor,   it

was   possible   to   reduce   SAGES   to   13   items.      Each   of   the

seven   uses   of   Tough's    (1977)    framework   are   represented

on   SAGES   as   well   as   items   which   measure   responses   to

statements   and   questions.

The   13   strategies   included   on   SAGES   are:

(1)   Extracting   central   meaning   (Rp-g);    (2)    Reflecting

on   the   meaning   of   experiences    (Rp-h);    (3)   Anticipating

problems   and   possible   solutions    (Pd-d);    (4)    Developing

an   imaginary   situation   based   on   fantasy   (Im-b);

(5)   Predicting   consequences   of   a.ctions   or   events

(Pd-f);    (6)   Directing   actions   of   self   (Dr-b);    (7)   Jus-

tifying   behavior   and   claims    (Sin-c);    (8)   Questioning--

logical   reasoning    (Lr-g);    (9)   Questioning--Directing

(Dr-e);    (10)   Monitoring   one's   own   actions    (Dr-a);

(11)   Anticipating   and   recognizing   alternative   courses

of   actions    (Pd-e);    (12)   Justifying   judgments   and

actions   (Lr.-d);    and   (13)    Questioning-Projecting

(Pj -e)  .
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The   setting   of   SAGES   is   a   camping   trip.      While

"Camping   Out,"   children   have   an   opportunity   to   inter-

act   with   the   examiner   as   they  pack  the   car   for   the

trip,   travel   to   the   campsite,   gather   wood   for   the

campfire,   and   finally   listen   to   ghost   stories   before

they   retire.      SAGES   has   been   included   in   Appendix   C.

In   order   to   stimulate   natural   conversational

interaction   through   role   playing,   SAGES   uses   puppets

and   other   materials.      Scoring   is   based   on   aL   0   to   2

scale   with   0  representing   unacceptable   responses,   I

an   acceptaLble   response   after   aL   prompt,   and   2   an

acceptable   spontaneous   response.      The   maximum   score

possible   on   SAGES   is   26.

Procedures

The   examiner   was   trained   to   administer   SAGES   by

one   of   the   test's   developers.      Each   item   on   SAGES   was

discussed   with   the   trainer   and   possible   responses   were

established.      Then,   five   practice   administrations   were

supervised   and   evaluate`d   by   the   trainer.      Prior   to

scoring   the   test,   the   examiner   scored   five   practice

tests   and   achieved   a   .91   level   of   agreement   with   the

trainer.

SAGES   was   administered   individually   to   each   child

by   the   exa.miner,   who   is   a   gradua.te   student   in   Speech

Pathology   and   a   practicing   public   school   clinician.
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Administrations   were   audio-recorded   on   a   Panasonic

(Model   No.    RQ2309AV)    tape   recorder   and    scored   within

one  month   of   the   test   situation.      Approximately   ten

minutes   were   required   to   administer   each   test.

Testing   took  place   in   a   quiet   room  usually  used   for

speech,   language   and   hearing   therapy.

To   establish   rater-relia.bility   of   SAGES,   five

tests   were   randomly   selected   for   scoring   and   rescoring

by   two   speech   pathologists.
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RESULTS    AND    ANALYSIS

Results

The   total   scores   achieved   on   SAGES   by   the   group

overall   are   listed   in   Table   2.      As   shown   in   Table   3,

the   mean   score   was   15.52,   with   a.   standard   deviation

of   4.78   and   a   range   of   scores   from   I   to   26.

The   total   scores   on   SAGES   achieved   by   each   kinder-

gartener   can   be   found   in   Tabl;   4.      The  mean   score

achieved   was   11.13,    with   a   standard   deviation   of   4.31

and   a   range   from   1   to   17.

The   total   scores   on   SAGES   achieved   by   each   f irst

grader   are   listed   in   Table   5.      The   mean   score   was

16.43,   the   standard   deviation,   3.26,   and   the   scores

ranged   from   9   to   22.

The   total   scores   on   SAGES   achieved   by   each   second

grader   are   listed   in   Table   6.      The   mean   score   was   18,

with   a   standard   deviation   of   3.14   and   a  range   from   12

to   26.

The   total   scores   on   SAGES   achieved   by   each   third

grader   are   listed   in   Table   7.      The   mean   was   18.4,   the

standard   deviation,   3.24,   and   the   range,12   to   26.

37
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Table   2

Total   Scores   on   SAGES   for   the   Group   Overall

Case             Total              Case             Total              Case             Total
Number            Score           Number            Score           Number            Score

312

410

52

611

77

814

917

1010

115

1211

137

145

1511

1613

171

1817

1915

2011

2113

2211

2313

2410

2517

2612

279

2814

298

307

3115

325

3310

3415

3515

3616

3713

3812

3915

4017

4115

4213

4317

4420

4522

4620

4713

4810

4916

5020

5118

529

5318

5421

5515

5620

5717

5815

5913

6017

6119

6214

6313

6416

65                           16   -

6616
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Table   2    (continued)

Case             Total              Case             Total              Case             Total
Number            Score           Number            Score           Number            Score

21

20

14

12

15

17

16

17

12

17

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

18                        100

14                        101

17                         102

20                       103

17                        104

20                       105

17                         106

20                        107

17                        108

17                      log

20                     Ilo

16                   Ill

20                        112

113                         16

114                         19

115                          22

116                        19

117                         23

118                          18

119                         24

120                        23

121                         20

122                         14

123                         18

124                         18

125                        16

126                        18

127                        13

128                        18

129                         21

130                        18

131                         21

132                         21

133                        13
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Table   3

Distribution   of   Scores   for   Group   Overa.Il

Adjusted                          Gum
Absolute                           Freq                            Freq

Raw   score                              Freq                                   (PCT)                              (PCT)

1
2
3
1
3
1
2
5
5
7

10
9
9

11
18
12

5
11

9
4
2
I
2

133

0.8
I.S
2.3
0.8
2.3
0.8
I.5
3.8
3.8
5.3
7.5
6.8
6.8
8.3

13.5
9.0
3.8
8.3
6.8
3.0
I.5
0.8
I.5

100.  0

0.8
2.3
4.5
5.3
7.5
8.3
9.8

13.5
17.3
22.6
30.I
36.8
43.6
51.9
65.4
74.4
78.2
86.5
93.2
96.2
97.7
98.5

100.  0

Mean
Median
Mode
Variance
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Standa.rd   Deviation
Standard   Error

15.526
16.  273
17 .  000
22  . 918

I. 000
26 . 000
25.  000

4 .  787
0.415
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Table   4

TotaLI   Scores   on   SAGES   for   Kindergarten

Case
Number

Case
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Ta.ble    5

Total   Scores   on   SAGES   for   First   Grade

Case                           Total                                        Case                           Total
Number                          Score                                        Number                          Score
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Table   6

Total   Scores   on   SAGES   for   Second   Grade

Case                           Total                                        Case                           Total
Number                          Score                                        Number                          Score
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Table   7

Total   Scores   on   SAGES   for   Third   Grade

Case                           Total                                         Case                           Total
Number                          Score                                        Number                          Score
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The   mean   scores  per  strategy   by   grade   a.nd   group

overall   are   presented   in   Table   8.

Analysis   of   the   Data

To   test   null   subhypotheses   I.I-I.6,   the   data   were

submitted   to   a   one-way   analysis   of   variance   which

revealed   a   significant   difference   among   the   groups.

A  post   hoc   analysis,   using   I)uncan's   multiple   range

test,   showed   a   significant   difference   between   kinder-

garten   and   first,   second   and   third   grades,   but   no

significant   difference   a.mong'  first,   second   and   third

grades.      Therefore,   null   hypotheses   I.1-1.3   were

re].ected   and   1.4-1.6   were   not   rejected.

Intra-rater  Reliability

In  order  to   establish  intra-rater  reliability,

the   examiner   rescored   five   administrations   of   SAGES

using   the   following   formula:

Number  of  Agreements
Number  of  Agreements.,+ Disagreements x100

This   formula   represents   the   ratio   of   agreed   observa-

tions   to   total   observations   using   each   analyzed   utter-

ance   as   an   observation.      The   data   revealed   a   91   per-

cent   level   of   agreement,   suggesting   aLn   acceptable

degree   of   reliability  on   hypothesis   2.
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Table   8

Mean   Scores   and   Standard   Deviations   |>er
Strategy   by   Grade   and   Group   Overall

Strategies                  K                   1                    2                   3 Overall

Rp-h

D r - a.

Dr-b

L I' - g

Lr-d

Pd-d

Pj-e

Pd-e

Dr-e

Pd-f

Sin-c

Im-b

Rp-g

1.44              1.97

0.00              0.20

0.05             0.33

0.75              1.47

0.79              1.50

1.74              1.93

0.86             I.07

0.60             I.00

I.32             1.73

2.00             I.93

0.40             0.27

0.40             0.33

1.53              I.63

1.70             I.83

I.93             2.00

I.37             I.57

1.33             1.40

I.77             I.93

1.65              2.00              1.93              1.93

0.93             1.07             I.40             I.53

I.88              1.70             I.63             1.47

0.09             0.57 0.60             0.57

I.81

0.20

0.26

I.29

1.40

1.90

1.18

I.04

I.65

I.86

1.20

1.35

0.41
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Inter-rater   Reliability

In  order  to   establish  inter-rater  reliability,

f ive   SAGES   administrations   were   selected   at   random   and

rescored   by   the   examiner   and   a   developer   of   SAGES.      A

91   percent   level   of   agreement   was   found   by   using   the

following   percentage   of   agreement   fo`rmula:

Number  of  A reements
Number  of  Agreements  +  Disagreements x100

On   the   basis   of   these   data,   there   was   an   acceptable

degree  of   inter-rater   reliability  on  hypothesis   3.

Internal   Consistency

To   t.est   hypothesis   4,   data   were   analyzed   with   the

Cronbach   Alpha   which   showed   the   reliability   coeffi-

cient   of   Alpha   to   be   0.74,   and   the   standardized   item

Alpha   to   be   0.76.      On   the   basis   of   these   results,

SAGES   showed   a   moderate   degree   of   internal   c.onsis-

tency.      Therefore,   there   was   not   an   acceptable   degree

of   internal   consistency   on   SAGES.
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SUMMARY,     DISCUSSION    AND
RE COMME N DAT I ON S

Summary

The   purposes   of   the   study   were:      (I)   to   determine

the   developmental   progression   of   communicative   compe-

tence   in   children,   kindergarten   through   third   grade,

based   on   their   performance   on   the   Scz.ee7e¢#g   Asses6mG7?t

of   Communbeatbon   bn   Ever.yday   S¢tuatbons   (S^CES)  ,   aLnd

(2)    to   establish   the   reliability   of   SAGES.

SAGES   was   administered   to   133   kindergarten,

first-,   second-and   third-graders   at   Southwest   Elemen-

tary   School   in   Hickory,   North   Carolina.      The   resulting

data   were   subjected   to   a   one-way   analysis   of   variance

and   a   Duncan's   multiple   range   test.      Results   showed   a

significant   difference   in   the   performance   between

kindergarten,   first-,   second-,   and   third-graders,

but   no   significant   difference   in   the   performance   among

first-,   second-and   third-graders.

The   internal   consistency   of   SAGES   was   determined

with   the   Cronbach   Alpha   and   resulted   in   an   Alpha

reliability   coefficient   of   0.74   and   a   standardized

48
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item  ,Alpha   of   0.76.      This   is   indicative   of   a   moderate

degree   of   internal   consistency.      To   establish  rater-

reliability   on   SAGES,   five   tests   were   randomly

selected   for   scoring   and   rescoring   by   two   speech  path-

ologists.      Intra-rater  and   inter-rater  reliability

achieved   a   .91   level   of   agreement.

Discussion

All   kindergarteners   achieved   a   score   of   either   1

or   2   on   the   following   strategies:     reflecting   on   the

meaning   of   experiences,   predicting   consequences   of

actions   and   events,   anticipating   and   recognizing   alter-

native   courses   of   action,   questioning--directing   and

imagining   based   on   fantasy.      All   first-,   second-and

third-graders   achieved   a   score   of   either   1   or   2   on

all   strategies   except   monitoring   one's   own   actions,

directing   actions   of   self ,   and   extracting   central

meaning.      The   strategies   receiving   the   highest   score

on   SAGES   were:      reflecting   on   the   meaning   of   experi-

ences,   anticipating   problems   and   possible   solutions,

predicting   consequences   of  actions   or   events,   ques-

tioning--directing   and   imagining.      The   strategies

receiving   the   lowest   scores   on   SAGES   were:      extracting

central   meaning,   monitoring   one's   own   actions,

directing   actions   of   self ,   and   anticipating   and

recognizing   alternative   courses   of   action.      Of  these,
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monitoring   one's   own   actions   and   directing   actions   of

self   are   learned   early   by   children,   and  may  not   be

used   by   choice   on   SAGES.

Reporting,   reasoning,   predicting   and   imagining

appear   to   be   used   with   increased   skill   as   children

get   older,   with   third-graders   being   the   most   competent

in   performance   and   second,   first   and   kindergarten

children   following,   respectively.      Since   these   strat-

egies   measure   cognitive   skills,   they   develop   and

expand   as   children   get   older.

Reporting   develops   late   because   it   requires

information   that   is   known   and   understood   by   the   child

to   be   transmitted   to   another   person.      Self-maintaining

is   mastered   early  because   children   learn   to   refer   to

needs   and   protect   themselves   in   immediate   situations.

Directing   controls   physical   actions   and   operations

performed   by   oneself   and   others,   and   develops   early

but   the   intrapersonal   form   of  directing   drops   from

communication   during   the   early   school   years.      There-

fore,   children   kindergarten   through   third   grade

received   low   scores   for   this   strategy   on   SAGES.       Log-

ical   reasoning   which   involves   rational   thinking   and

argument   to   interpret   experiences   is   developing   around

the   ages   of   7-12   in   the   hierarchy   of   language   acquisi-

tion.      Predicting   or   communicating   beyond   immediate

present   or   past   experience  to  future   events,   projecting
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what   it   feels   like   to   be   another   person,   and   imagining

develop   raLpidly   after   age   six.      These   strategies   were

performed   more   accurately   by   third   grade   children   than

second,   first   or   kindergarten,   but   with  varying

degrees   of   success.

The   results   o£   SAGES   were   compared   to   those   found

±n  A   DeveLoprnentaL   Study   of   the   As8es8ment   of   Commun±-

ccztfo7c   £7e   E'tJez.grdc!gr    Sftatcz±¢o728     (Wren,1980).        This

study   was   conducted   to   determine   whether   children's

communication   stra,tegies   changed   as   they   grew   older.

Wren's    (1980)   results   revealed   a   significant   change

in   overall   performance   from   four   to   eight   years   with

6-   and   8-year-olds   performing   significantly  better

than   4-year-olds,   and   no   significant   difference   in

overall   performance   between   6-and   8-year-olds.      These

results   were   consistent   with   those   found   on   SAGES.

According   to   Tough    (1977),    4-and   5-year-olds

have   mastered   the   use   of   language   and   demonstrate   an

understanding   of   the   purposes   which   language   serves   in

expressing   needs,   wishes,   ideas   and   responding   to   talk

of   other   people.      Three-and   four-ye.ar-olds   still   make

mistakes   in   their   language   use   but   gradually   overcome

them   by   six   or   seven   years   so   that   their   talk   resem-

bles   that   of   an   adult.      Through   experiences   and   social

exchange,   young   children   develop   skill   in   using
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language   in   day-to-day   situations.      SAGES   results   were

consistent   with   these   statements.

Recommendations

Recommendations   for   further   research   on   the

Scr.eenbng   As8essmenb   of   Communbcatbon  bn  Everyday

Sdt2tc!tfo7?a   include   the   following:

I.      Preschool-aged   and   fourth-graders   should   be

tested   and   results   added   to   the   developmental   study.

2.      Replications   of   the   study   with   a   larger

sample   of   children   from   different   geographical   areas

should   be   attempted.

3.       Differences   in   performance   on   SAGES   among

high,   middle   and   low   socioeconomic   classes   should   be

studied.

4.      In  order  to   further  test   inter-rater   and

intra-rater  reliability,   more  administrations  of

SACES   should   be   selected   and   rescored.
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APPENDIX    A

Tough's   Framework   for   the   Classification
of   Language   Use

I.        SELF-MAINTAINING

Strategies

a.      Referring   to   needs
b.      Protecting   the   self   and   self-interests
c.      Justifying   behavior   and   claims
d.      Criticizing   others
e.      Threatening   others

2.         DIRECTING

Strategies

a.      Monitoring   own   actions
b.      Directing   the   actions   of   the   self
c.      Directing   actions   of   others
d.      Collaborating   in   action   with   others

3.         REPORTING

Strategies

a.       Labeling
b.      Referring   to   detail
c.      Referring   to   incident.s
d.      Referring   to   the   sequence   of   events
e.       Making   compaLrisons
f .      Recognizing   related   aspects
9.      Extracting   or   recognizing   the   central   meaning
h.      Ref lecting   on   the   meaning   of   experience

4.         TOWARDS    LOGICAL    REASONING

Strategies

a.      Explaining   a.  process
b.      Recognizing   causal   and   dependent   relationships
c.      Recognizing   problems   and   solutions
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d.      Justifying   judgments   and   actions
e.      Reflecting   on   events   and   drawing   conclusions
f .      Recognizing   principles

5.        PREDICTING

Strategies

a.     Anticipating/forecasting
b.      Anticipating   the   de-tail   of   events
c.      Anticipating   a   sequence   of   events
d.      Anticipating   problems   and   possible   solutions
e.      Anticipating   and   recognizing   alterna.tive

courses   of   action
f .      Predicting   the   consequences   of   actions   or

events

6.        PROJECTING

Strategies

a.      Projecting   into   the   experiences   of   others
b.      Projecting   into   the   feelings   of  others
c.      Projecting   into   the   reactions   of  others
d.      Projecting   into   situations   never   experienced

7.         IMAGINING

Strategies

a.      Developing   an   imaginary   situation   based   on
real   life

b.      Developing   an   imaginary   situation   based   on
fantasy

c.      Developing   an   original   story
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APPENDIX    8

erational   Def initions   and   Exam |es   of
the   Language   Strategies    (Tough,

1977)    Used    on    SAGES

I.        SELF-MAINTAINING--The   use    of language   to   create
an   awareness   of   the   speaker's   identity   and   to
promote   his/her   position   in   relation   to   others.

c.      Justifying   behavior   and   claims--Includes
utterances   which   give   a   psychological
(appealing   to   internal   states   or   motiva-
tions)   or   social    (appealing   to   rules,   con-
ventions,   what   is   expected   or   simply   fact)
reason   for   actions   or   demands.

1.      I'm   scared   of   the   dark   and   I   might   get
lost.

2.      I   might   get   snake   bitten   in   the   woods.
3.      A   bear   might   jump   on   me   and   bite   ne.

11.        DIRECTING--The    use   of language   to   control   or
regulate   the  physical   actions   and   operations
performed   by   oneself   and   others.

a.       Monit oring   own   actions--Includes   the
running   commentary   or   monologue   which
accompanies   and   reflects   upon   the   speaker's
own   on-going   activity.

1.      You   put   this   rope   through   here,   then
you  pull   like   this.

2.      You   tie   this   rope   like   tying   your   shoe-
laces .

3.      Put   the   rope   over   and   under   and   then
pull   it.

b.      Directin the   actions   of   the   self--Includes
the   running   commentary   or   monologue   which
guides   and   controls   the   speaker's   own   on-
going   activity.      It   implies   a  measure   of
high   concentration   on  precise,   sustained
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or   intricate   activity  which   commonly   occurs
in   the   face   of   some   difficulty   or   obstaLcle.

I.      The   rope   won't   come   untied.
2.      It's   too   hard   to  untie   this   rope.
3.      Maybe   if   I   pull   harder   it   will   come

loose.

Ill.       REPORTING--The   use   of    langu age   to   provide
information   about   the   past   and   present   exper-
iences.

9.      Extracting   or   recognizing   central   meaning--
Includes   utterances   which   impose   a   primary
structure   or   coherence  upon   a   situation   or
event   and   serves   to   unify   the   contributing
parts   into   a   composite   whole.

I.      The   bears   are   stealing   the   food   off   the
table.

2.      The   boys   left   out   their   food   and   the
bears   came   and   took   it   away.

3.      The   bears   robbed   the   boy's   food.

b.      Reflecting   on   the   meaning   of   experiences--
Includes   utterances   which   express   the
speaker's   attitudes   or   feelings   about   a
situation,

1.      I   like   camping   out.
2.      Camping   is   really   fun.
3.       I   love   to   go   camping   and   fishing.

IV.        TOWARDS    LOGICAL    REASONING--The   use    of    language
which   employs   rational   thought   and   argument   to
interpret   experiences.

d.      Justifying   judgments_  a_nd   actions--Includes
utterances   which   offer  a  reason   or   explana-
tion   for   decisions   and   behaviors   which
apply  only  to   a  particular   situation.

I.      If  there   is   a   fire,   you  need   a   fire
extinguisher   to  put   it   out.

2.      The   fire   extinguisher   is   not   too   heavy,
so   1'11   carry   it.

3.      Tommy   could   put   out   a   fire   with   a   fire
ext ingui sher .

V.       PREDICTING--The   use   of   language   to   extend   com-
munication   beyond   immediate,   present   or   past
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experiences   to   events   that   have   not   yet
occurred   and   which   may   never   take   place

d.      Antici atin roblems   aLnd ossible   solu-
tions--Includes   utterances   which   acknowl-
edge   possible   obstacles   to   a   planned   course
of   action   and   suggest   ways   to   surmount  `
them.

1.      We   are   out   of   gas,    so   Dad   better   stop
and   get   some.

2.      We   could   go   to   a   gas   station   and   get
gas.

3.      We   could   carry   a   gas   can   with   us   in
case   we   run   out   of   gas.

e.      Anticipating   and   recognizing   alternative
courses   of   action--Includes   utterances
which  offer   severa.I   different   interpre-
tations   or   explanations   of  a   situation.

I.      We   could   go   to   another   campground   or   we
could   go   home.

2.      We   could   go   home   or   to   the   beach.
3.      We   could   go   home   or   camp   out   in   the

woods.

f .      Predicting   consequences   of   actions   or
events--Includes   utterances   which   suggest
a   possible   outcome   of   some   immediate   or
future   action   or   event.

I.      The   bear   might   bite   Tommy   if   he   fed
it.

2.      The   bear   could   jump   on   him   and   hurt
him   if  he   tries   to   feed   it.

3.      The   mama   bear   might   come   if   you   fed
her   baby.

VIII.        IMAGINING--The   use    of language   by   an   individual
to   create   his   own   world.

b.      Developing   an   imaginary   situation   based   on
fantasy--Includes   utterances   used   to   assume
a   make-believe   role   in   a   situa.tion   which
has   never   happened   or   could   never   happen.

1.       Let's   go   scare   Dad   and   Tommy.
2.      Let's   go   blow   out   their   campfire   and

scare   them.
3.      We   could   make   scary   noises   and

frighten   Tommy   and   Dad.
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APPENDIX    D

Letter   for   Permission   to   Test
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Southeast   Elementary   School
1580   32nd   Street,    S.W.
Hickory,   North   Carolina

Dear   Parents:

We   in   the   Hickory   City   Schools,   in   cooperation
with  Appalachian   State   University,   would   like   to
administer   a   language   screening   test   to   your   child.
It   will   be   a   short,   ten-minute   test   to   determine   your
child's   language   abilities.

We   would,   therefore,   like   your   permission   to   give
the   test.      Please   check   in   the   appropriate   space   below
and   sign  your  name   and   return   it   to   the   school.      If
the   test   indicates::thaLt   your   child   may   have   language
needs,   you   will   be   contacted   to   give   permission   for
a   more   in-depth   examination.

Sincerely,

Joe   8.    Caldwell,   Principal

Glenda   Johnson
Speech   Pathologist

I   give   permission   for   my   child

to   have   the   langua.ge   screening   test.

Parent   or   Guardian



VITA

Glenda   Byrd   Johnson,   daughter   of  Mr.    and   Mrs.

William   Glen   Byrd,    was   born   September   23,    1952    in

Caldwell   County.      She   attended   Lenoir   city   schools   and

graduated   from   Lenoir   High   School   in   1970.

Glenda   received   her   Associate   of  Arts   degree   from

Caldwell   Community   College   and   Technical   Institute   in

1978   and   transferred   to   Appalachian   State  University

in   the   Speech   Pathology   a.nd   Audiology   program.      She

was   a   Dean's   list   student   and   a   member   of   Kappa   Delta

Pi   and   Gamma   BetaL   Phi   honor   societies,    a.nd   graduated

in   1980   with   a   B.S.    degree.      She   then   began   to   work

on   her   M.A.    and   graduated   in   August   1982.

Glenda   is   currently  beginning  her   third   year  of

teaching   in   the   Hickory   city   schools   where   she   is   an

active   member   of   the   North   Carolina   Association   of

Education.

Glenda   is   married   to   Roy   Johnson   and   they   have

two   sons,   Adam   and   Casey.
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